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FIRE RETARDANT 
UPTO 45MINS

TERMITE 
PROOF

SUPERIOR SCREW 
HOLDING ABILITY

EASY TO 
CLEAN

COLOR OF YOUR 
CHOICE

SCRATCH 
RESISTANT

HIGH QUALITY TO THE LAST TOUCH

Tailoring To The User’s Needs

The quality of a product is the value of execution. We provide products that are finished with European surfaces for kitchen.

www.kangaroofurniture.com

Made in Italy

MATTE

PU LACQUERED 
BOARD 
HIGH GLOSS/ 
SUPER MATT

HIGH GLOSS 
ACRYLIC ON 
RUSSAIN BIRCH 
PLYWOOD

SYNCHRONISED 
TEXTURE ON 
PLYWOOD

CLEAF

METALLIC
ULTRA GLOSS
LUSTRE GLOSS
SILK MATTE



OUR WORK

Functionality is combined 

with countless 

customization possibilities 

at KANGAROO.



KITCHEN & CABINETS



Top quality ingredients

and perfectly studied and

calibrated materials and

shapes enable the

creation of your very own

idea of kitchen. With

inbuilt appliances and

accessories.

No handle, no

unevenness, simply

reduction to the essential

with Back Painted Duco

Glass for Wall units &

Base & Tall units in Veneer

figures wood grains

matching till the end,

www.kangaroofurniture.com



We don’t just look at

kitchens, we live and feel

them.

Lacquer front panels are

manufactured in “Superior

Quality,” in an innovative

lacquer process that

provides for the greatest

flexibility in planning and

guarantees

environmentally friendly,

first-class quality “made

in Italy.” with paints like

Sirca and Renner.

www.kangaroofurniture.com
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We offer customized

solutions, managing high-

quality Made in Italy

products with technical

and operational

coordination, selecting

the right materials and

finishes with utmost

accuracy and a strict

control over the

manufacturing process.

The technology is hidden

away inside a tall unit

and the extractor hood is

also hidden from sight:

fumes are extracted from

between the cooking

zones.



Wood lends the room a

warm ambiance, creating

a cozy feel. In its Veneer

form, wood is used for

kitchen fronts and for the

panel wall & Ultra Gloss

Poly lacquered for kitchen

fronts. Here, both

horizontal and vertical

grains are available.

The narrow thickness of

the solid wood and fine

handless aluminum strips

profile become visible at

the edge and create an

interesting effect.

www.kangaroofurniture.com
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This kitchen is

distinguished by an

opening system with a flat

recessed-profile and thick

doors (26 mm thick – 1

inch) with 30° bevelled

edges, that allows the

opening without any need

of external handles.

These details give an

essential style in

compliance with

ergonomic parameters.

A continuous veneer

pattern with particularly

expressive, crowned

wood surfaces gives the

design the character of

master craftsmanship.



If necessary, design

permits you to hide the

washing and cooking

functional parts (sink and

hob) Just as a shell, it

opens and closes, hides

and encloses.

This is a kitchen which

uses PU LAQURE in-built

handles for kitchen

fronts. “When black

meets white; classic

meets modern, and

master craftsmanship

meets perfect industrial

processing, the result is

interior design that could

not be more exciting.
www.kangaroofurniture.com



There is a wide-ranging

color palette of brilliant,

gloss, matt or soft-touch

lacquer.

There are multiple, very

meticulous stages to the

lacquer process.

The fronts are painted

from all sides. In a final

step, each front is once

again meticulously

checked and the edges

finely polished until the

transition from surface to

edge is seamless and

smooth.

www.kangaroofurniture.com



The definition of haute

cuisine is taste, quality

and aesthetic

appeasement, expressing

the passion for artfully

matching flavors, aromas

and colors.

The collection provides

new, expressive

possibilities, of a

spacious, seemingly

handle less Alluminium

G-sections.

The unique aesthetics of

the door fronts provides

attractive accents for

drawers and relax the

kitchen design.
www.kangaroofurniture.com



Primary volumes

characterized by the

absence of handles

interpret different stylistic

values thanks to an

exceptional variety of

finishes and materials.

Tall units: doors with

Inside grip edgings in

white, silk-effect lacquer.

Elegant suspended built-

in base cabinets for the

sink and the decorative

built-in wine chiller in the

non working platform

helps create an intimate

atmosphere.

www.kangaroofurniture.com
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This kitchen interprets

the widespread desire for

practicality and elegance.

A sensation suggested by

new components such as

handles and countertops

of various thickness.

Ceramic – lighter than

aluminum and harder

than natural stone. Ideal

for use in kitchens, foods

can be hygienically

processed directly on the

surface with its resistance

to cutting and heat.



Concentrating on a few

components reveals

everything to the eye and

touch: attention to detail,

and quality of materials -

such as the continuous

veneer of the vivid oak

grain. This puts the focus

on what's really of value:

Sophisticated “smoked

oak” was selected for the

base cabinets and tall

prep, bringing together

the nuances of color in the

sensitive room design in

its vibrant, vertical grain.

With matching wood with

natural Blanco quartz and

lacquered wall units.
www.kangaroofurniture.com



The combination of NTM

laminates gives the

kitchen clean & unique

look. Which offers a

contemporary take on of

the kitchen space.

The distinguishing feature

of this kitchen is its

integrated Trail handle,

which can be positioned

at the centre or the far

end of the door.

The sinks and their

components are made of

AISI 304 stainless steel

with silver satin finish

www.kangaroofurniture.com



The handle-free kitchen

is again a sign of

perfection of design,

workmanship and

function. In a time when

many things are alike, it

offers purist kitchen

design something of

special value: character

and personality.

This picture shows three

different values: large

space for storage and the

preparation of meals,

Ceramic Shutters Front

and a great area to live

conviviality in the kitchen.

www.kangaroofurniture.com



Kangaroo can be

translated into three

aspects: design,

technology and quality.

Peninsular unit: Door with

a Frame grip edging, ash

etched ceramic panel,

matt aluminum frame.

Worktop in Bianco

Carrara marble.

Tall units: doors with Step

grip edgings in silk-effect

lacquer.

In the technology center,

electronical appliances

and accessories are

hidden behind retractable

doors making the kitchen

immediately look perfect

again. www.kangaroofurniture.com
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OUR PARTNERS

www.kangaroofurniture.com
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The ley handle is

designed for doors ending

a touch of sophistication

and practicality. Its rear

part is visible and

embellishes the lines of all

types of wooden furniture

as well as formica or

varnished furniture.

Integrated handle.

Made in MARINEPLY, it

creates a pleasant game

of contrasts.

Completely integrated in

the thickness of the door,

it is available in Veener,

Back Painted Glass,

Polylaqured finishes.



www.kangaroofurniture.com

Timeless accessories,

able to organize space

with elegance.

A wide choice of easy to

use storage modules

allows rapid changes in

the organization of the

elements accordingly to

all storage needs.



OUR JOURNEY

Who Are We?

We are a family-run cabinet manufacturing business with a passion for helping you build beautiful, affordable homes, since 2002.

We understand the importance of value-for-money products and have designed our business to bring you high quality cabinetry at a value price.

We achieve this through our streamlined and efficient factory with over 15000 sq.ft, based in Mumbai, India.

At, Kangaroo we offer highest flexibility, when fulfilling the special requirements of customers and State-of-the-art hardware and machines made in

Europe only..

Mr. KISHOR GADA Mr. BHAVIN SHAH
FOUNDER CO – FOUNDER CHEIF DESIGNER

(PRODUCTION HEAD)
www.kangaroofurniture.com



OUR JOURNEY

Over these years…

We are proud to have a dynamic setup, which continues to expand and provide the best in value, quality, functionality and innovation.

www.kangaroofurniture.com

START OF OUR JOURNEY

EXPLORE NEW TECHNIQUES

EXPANDING OUR ABILITIES

INNOVATION & PROCESSING
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2009 to 2013

20
14

20
18

We set up our foot in the market of Modular furniture.
Beginning with manufacturing of soft formed panels &
computer tables.

We started with the Rubber wood furniture which
was initiated first time in India. This got us closer to
Interior Work. Later we also started with
manufacturing of Kitchen Shutters.

Setting up our foot into the world of Modular furniture we
opened up our 1st Display Showroom of 3000 sq. ft. along
with a factory setup of 15000 sq. ft. for manufacturing Hi-
Tech Kitchens with European machineries of Felder Group

With our growing business we upgraded our
machinery for well equipped working along with a
second unit for manufacturing Wardrobes with 3
acres of land in Wada, Maharashtra.

2000 to 2002

2003 to 2008

20
0

9

UPGRADING MACHINERIES
2014 to 2017

2018 & hereafter
We are constantly developing our factory and manufacturing
process. To add new we have setup a PU Booth which
comprises of 3000 sq. ft. in our factory, a dedicated space
for European finishes for surface of panels.



HOW WE WORK

BOOK 

APPOINTMENT

FACTORY ORDER SENTEXECUTION STARTS 

WITH 40% PAYMENT

50% PAYMENT ON 

DISPATCH

SITE CHECK

DISCUSS REQUIREMENT 

& BUDGET

DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT DELIVERY IN 

30 DAYS

SIGN UP WITH 10% 

RETAINER, RECEIVE 3D  

INITIAL CONCEPT 

WITH 2D DESIGNS 

www.kangaroofurniture.com

Understanding our process

To manage your expectation smartly, we've split our process for better understanding…



20 years Industry 

Experience

We focus on people and the environment in which they live. We offer all our clients the option of extending our standard guarantee to 5 years

thus ensuring the entire product is protected, including the glass tops and doors and all the hardware. Extensive range of products is flexibly

designed to suit all room shapes and settings.

Life time 

Free Service

Over 1500+ Satisfied 

Customers Over the Years

More than 200+ 

designs to choose from

Quick Delivery 

to Doorstep

We manufacture ourselves, 

and do not outsource it

We offer color of your choice. 

100% Color Consistency.

Exclusive Surface Finishes 

.More than 500 finishes to 

choose from 

European 

Additives

First Rate German 

Technology

www.kangaroofurniture.com

WHY KANGAROO IS PREFERRED?



Kaman - Bhiwandi Road

Our streamlined and efficient factory, with average sq. ft. over 15,000 is based in Vasai, Maharashtra that is 40 minutes 
away to the city of dreams, Mumbai.

www.kangaroofurniture.com



OUR ASSOCIATED PARTNERS
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Disclaimer: The information provided in this brochure is true to the best of our knowledge. We are not to be held accountable for any errors, omissions or misrepresentations in

any information provided or for any loss or damage suffered by persons who use or rely on such information. All images used in this brochure are for representational purposes

only. Actual products may vary from the product images shown in this brochure. We reserve the right to discontinue or change product specifications or designs at any time

without notice and without incurring obligations. You should always contact an authorized Kangaroo employees for the most up-to-date information on our products.

www.kangaroofurniture.com

+91 9967 797979

Kaman - Biwandi Road,
Vasai (East),
Dist. Palghar Maharashtra

mihirgada@kangaroofurniture.com

KITCHEN | WARDROBE | BED | LIVING

K A N G A R O O
F U R N I T U R E

REACH US


